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The Shield sculpture on Gullen Mall — designed by MAC team members — has quickly become a campus icon,  
attracting students and guests for photo opportunities.

’22

To fufill its mission of raising the stature of Wayne State University, the Office of 
Marketing and Communications (MAC) uses a variety of tools and media to keep 
our campus community informed, guide and support our students, celebrate 
Warrior successes, and share Wayne State’s story with a global audience. This 
booklet provides just a glimpse at what we accomplished in 2022.
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MAC’s public relations team distributes stories and facilitates 
interviews showcasing our community partnerships. 

COMMUNITY   outreach   support

As Michigan’s only urban research university, Wayne State is 
committed to Detroit. Magazines and print pieces help cultivate 
relationships with our campus neighbors, and MAC plays a 
key role in highlighting the university’s partnerships with local 
organizations and events. 

The annual Warriors magazine 
highlights Wayne State’s 
contributions to our neighborhood 
and is mailed to nearly 1,000 
members of the Detroit community. 
An insert featuring several articles 
is also reprinted in the Michigan 
Chronicle and sent to 80,000 readers. 
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Digital publications like EngageD and Today@Wayne provide 
opportunities to showcase our commitment to the local 
community, invite the public to campus events, and highlight 
Wayne State’s impact on Detroit and its residents. 

COMMUNITY   outreach   support
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Top: Wayne State has strong partnerships with many community 
organizations. MAC designs communications that show our support for 
these groups during their special events. 
Bottom left: MAC creates resources for several university-hosted 
community events, including the annual Tribute to Martin Luther King Jr. 
and the Juneteenth Celebration. 
Bottom right: Our social media team captures the excitement at local 
outreach events. This year, Wayne State co-sponored Detroit’s Concert 
of Colors, a community celebration of diversity. Board of Governors Chair 
Mark Gaffney (pictured) spoke at the event. 

COMMUNITY   outreach   support
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As Wayne State’s Government Affairs team works with members of Michigan’s 
legislature, MAC provides communication resources, such as collateral highlighting 
WSU’s unique contributions to the city, region and state.  

COMMUNITY   outreach   support

cid:816030403*D242C545-
9D1E-4EA0-95A2-
381449F29BAF
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Advertising

Through a variety of platforms — including billboards, print 
and digital media — MAC spotlights Wayne State’s impressive 
students, faculty and alumni; boasts about our academic 
programs; and provides future Warriors with a glimpse at the 
opportunities available to them at Wayne State. 

Building on the Warrior Strong brand, an outdoor billboard campaign 
featuring successful recent alumni is now in market.
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Advertisements in local publications celebrate our students, highlight our impact and 
encourage prospective Warriors to take their first steps toward a Wayne State education.

Advertising
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Top: Social media advertisements engage with prospective students on a variety of platforms and serve as 
reminders to apply, visit campus and take their next steps as Warriors. 
Bottom: Digital ads provide brief but effective opportunities to showcase what makes a Wayne State  
education unique. 

Advertising
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Campus   Pride

Wayne State’s campus is a jewel in the heart of 
Detroit. As we prepared for students to arrive in the 
fall, MAC designed new signage and visual elements 
that cultivated an energetic campus atmosphere and 
encouraged students to enjoy all that we offer   
in Midtown.  

Top left: To celebrate the start 
of the fall semester, giant letters 
spelling out WARRIORS were 
placed on Gullen Mall, creating 
unique photo opportunities.  
Right: Updated way-finding and 
parking signage provides a better 
campus experience for students, 
faculty and staff. 
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Left: The wayne.edu homepage is the university’s digital front door. Our Web team ensures that this page remains 
enticing and informative, constantly showcasing the breadth of experiences and opportunities available at Wayne 
State.
Right: WSU’s The Future Starts Here page provides students at all levels with access to crucial resources that will help 
them navigate the first steps of their academic journey. 

Digital   and   Web

Our website, wayne.edu, was viewed 36 million 
times in 2022. This site is where many receive their 
introduction to Wayne State, and it’s a vital daily 
resource for students, faculty and staff. As digital 
platforms continue to evolve, our Web team helps 
create and maintain engaging, informative and user-
friendly experiences for the entire Warrior community.
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MAC oversees 600 websites, managing approximately 60,000 active pages. Our Web team collaborates closely 
with partners throughout the university to design and build new pages, maintain crucial online tools and resources, 
create engaging digital experiences, and support our academic community with training in SEO and accessibility to 
meet accreditation requirements.

Digital   and   Web
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Digital   and   Web

We use the latest digital resources to ensure 
that each page is visually engaging and easy 
to navigate, and we maintain important 
online tools for students, faculty and staff. 
Student interns and assistants are often 
part of this work, providing important user 
insight throughout the process. 
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MAC provides ongoing editorial and design support for the 
College of Nursing, including assistance with its Urban Health 
magazine and promotional resources for its annual conference. 

School   and   College   Support
We partner with communication professionals throughout Wayne State’s 
schools and colleges to support them at all levels. From newsletters 
and magazines to website content and other resources, MAC creates 
materials that engage students, alumni and guests and generate 
excitement for learning and research opportunities at Wayne State. 
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MAC designed advertisements, social media graphics, T-shirts and more to help the School of Medicine 
celebrate student success and promote research advancements. 

School   and   College   Support
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MAC collaborates with teams embedded in our schools and colleges to 
create a variety of publications and other promotional materials to tell the 
world about the achievements of our students, faculty and alumni. 

School   and   College   Support
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Licensed   Merchandise
There’s no better way to show your Wayne State love than through 
T-shirts, hats and other Warrior gear. MAC leads the way in encouraging 
our community to don their green and gold, and works with retailers 
throughout the region to make those materials available to Warriors 
in Detroit and throughout Michigan. This was a record-setting year for 
Warrior products, with sales of licensed merchandise increasing nearly 
30% over 2021.

MAC creates and promotes opportunities for Warriors to show their Wayne State pride. 
Our growing map of retail partners — which now includes Rally House, Campus Den and 
local Dunham’s locations — shows just how far the demand for Warrior gear reaches, and 
how we continue to expand access to these items. 
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Enrollment   Management

As Wayne State invites new students to Midtown, MAC 
collaborates with the Office of Undergraduate Admissions to 
create materials that pique interest, showcase opportunities and 
guide new students as they take the next steps in their academic 
journey. We also support Wayne State’s initiatives to make 
college accessible for Warriors from all walks of life, including 
transfer students, student-veterans, graduate students and adult 
learners.

We work closely with WSU’s Enrollment Management team to conduct customized targeting, increase the 
effectiveness of CRM, and expand the reach for our digital advertisements. 
This year, we created materials for the Office of Undergraduate Admissions that use photos and testimonials of 
current students to generate excitement and provide a personal look at life as a Warrior. 

’22
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MAC designs materials for admissions events and constructs 
digital spaces that ensure a smooth, easy-to-navigate online 
experience for incoming Warriors from all walks of life.

Enrollment   Management
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Our Warrior Street Squad invites the campus and community to discover all that awaits at WSU and  
in Detroit.

Campus   Engagement   

A vibrant campus community is a crucial part of the college 
experience. MAC helps promote community events, share 
glimpses of campus life and support our Street Squad student 
ambassadors, who are eager to help their fellow Warriors 
discover what’s awaiting them in Detroit. 
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MAC plays a role in fostering community on campus through hosting events like 
the Baroudeur, creating holiday cards from campus leadership, and supporting on-
campus events and programs. 

Campus   Engagement   
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Left bottom, right top: MAC organizes the annual Take Your Junior Insider to Work Day, which features fun and 
educational activities for our WSU families.
Left top and middle; right middle and bottom: When students couldn’t come to campus for STEM Day, we brought 
campus to them. MAC designed STEM kits that were distributed to schools across the metro Detroit area, providing 
firsthand learning experiences. STEM Day and AP Day — also organized by MAC — will return to campus in 2023. 

Campus   Engagement   
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Video   Content
From video advertisements to celebrations of our students 
and candid looks at campus life, University Television (UTV) 
works with partners across campus to tell the Wayne State 
story. These videos capture iconic moments, keep our campus 
community informed, highlight the work of our renowned 
faculty and bring groundbreaking research to life. 

A series of short videos highlighting our students showcases 
the possibilities available with a Wayne State education. 
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UTV captures the excitement and emotion at the School of Medicine’s Match Day, one of the year’s most 
memorable events. 

Video   Content

President Wilson’s video updates provide a popular way for him to engage with students, faculty and staff. In these 
videos, Wilson shares the latest university news, his views on recent events and his latest book reviews. 
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Top: UTV was on hand to celebrate with our students during WSU’s commencement ceremonies. 
Middle and bottom: Video features highlight our renowned faculty and capture their research in action. 

Video   Content
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Social   Media  

Social media continues to engage potential and current students, 
alumni, and other members of the Warrior community. These platforms 
provide fun opportunities to share Wayne State news and interact with 
a global audience. In 2022, we generated nearly 30 million impressions 
through the nine social media platforms we manage.  

Social media enables us to reach and interact with Warriors around the world, eager to share 
their own Wayne State experiences and memories. 
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Social media inspires students to create their own memories, and allows us to take part in 
fun viral trends. Our contribution to the popular “Little Miss/Mr.” meme (above) was our most 
popular Instagram post of 2022, with 1,400 likes. 

Social   Media
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Some of our most effective social media content comes directly from our students, 
who share their Wayne State experiences and provide a glimpse at Warrior life. These 
student takeovers begin on Instagram and are shared through other online channels, 
reaching a large audience.

Social   Media
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Warrior   Pets   social   MEDIA   campaign

The popular Warrior pets social media campaign provided a boost of 
humor and excitement as students prepared for their return in the fall. 
Students, faculty and staff were eager to bring their four-legged friends 
to campus and share the photos on Instagram to help count down to 
the new semester.
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MAC created a publication that lays 
out the goals of the new strategic plan, 
as well as executive summaries and 
web materials to share throughout the 
campus community. 

STrategic   Plan
In 2022, the Wayne State University Board of Governors 
approved a new strategic plan that will guide the university 
through the next five years. MAC played an important role 
in creating materials that shared this vision with the 
Warrior community. 
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sample   highlights
MLive: Three quarters of Wayne State students used to drop 
out. Now most graduate. 
Crain’s Detroit Business: Wayne State adopts tuition model that 
promotes graduation rates 
AP News: Wayne State University receives $6 million grant from 
the Mellon Foundation to increase Black Studies faculty and 
establish Detroit Center for Black Studies  
WDIV: Wayne State’s archaeologists, students and professors 
dig at Malcom X’s Inkster home
The Conversation: How to protect your family from horrific 
news images – and still stay informed  
Detroit Free Press: Detroit stunt actor plays fierce woman 
warrior in ‘Wakanda Forever’
WDET: The rise, fall and potential resurgence of unions in 
America 
Bridge: Mobile health meets Detroiters ‘where they are’ for care
Public News Service: Wayne State researchers explore novel 
groundwater monitoring method 
Detroit Free Press: Wayne State law students launch new 
diversity initiative ‘Lawyers Look Like Me’
The New York Times: When Black psychiatrists reach out to 
teens of color 

WDET: Restoring the Black communities highways wiped out 
Bridge: Wayne State gets $11M to study impact of air pollution 
on birth outcomes
NPR: What Reconstruction teaches us about today’s politics 
Fox 2: Wayne State program to offer mental health support for 
first responders  
WXYZ: Researchers studying why Detroit leads the nation in 
pre-term birth rates
Michigan Chronicle: State awards WSU $4.3M to increase 
readiness to fight infectious diseases  
CBS: Wayne State University THINK Lab studies the impact of 
childhood stress, trauma 
Salon: Air pollution harms the brain and mental health, too
The Washington Post: More kids are ingesting melatonin. Here’s 
what parents should know.
WXYZ: Wayne State’s national de-escalation program aims to 
prevent excessive use of force 
CNN: See how AR-15 style guns create ‘explosion inside the 
body’

MAC’s PR team manages regular newsletters for Warrior families as well as the Today@Wayne newsletter, which 
last year featured 200 stories sent to 13,000 members of the Wayne State community.

public   relations
Keeping the world informed of the news coming from Wayne 
State is the responsibility of our public relations team. Our 
communicators continued to find success spreading the news 
about Wayne State’s developments, research and community 
impacts. A variety of internal communications engaged our 
campus community, and we helped bring visibility to the work 
being done by our faculty researchers. 

The PR team connects global media with Wayne 
State experts to discuss developments, research 
breakthroughs and other university news.
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public   relations

The PR team saw nearly 1,400 media placements, with more than 800 stories in Tier 1 media outlets — a 2% 
increase from last year. The estimated advertising value of 2022’s stories is $3.4 million.

Our ongoing partnership with The Conversation — a network of not-for-profit media outlets that publishes news 
stories written by academics and researchers — resulted in 19 Wayne State faculty members publishing 37 articles, 
which were read 2.35 million times around the world in 2022. 



Wayne State University Board of Governors
Mark Gaffney, chair, Shirley Stancato, vice chair,

Bryan C. Barnhill II, Michael Busuito, Marilyn Kelly, Anil Kumar,
Terri Lynn Land, Dana Thompson*, M. Roy Wilson, ex officio

*Board of Governors member Dana Thompson finished her term in December 2022. 
We thank her for her service and welcome new Board of Governors member, Danielle Atkinson.


